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Abst rac t - -Th is  work deals with the stabilization and control of a system which is composed of 
a disk rolling on a plane, and a circular rotor plate fixed in the disk's plane. The disk's motion is 
controlled by the above-mentioned rotor, a "tillting moment" and a pedalling moment. It is shown 
here that by applying a kind of inverse dynamics control, tile motion of the disk is stabilized about a 
given angle, while simultaneously controlling its speed and direction in such a manner that the point 
of contact between the disk and the horizontal plane will be able, during a given time interval [0, ti] , 
to move from a given point rA to a another given point rB, both of them fixed in the plane. @ 2005 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This work deals with the stabil ization and control of a system which is composed of a disk rolling 
on a plane, and a circular rotor plate fixed in the disk's plane. The rotor's axis is aligned along 
the disk's axis. The disk's motion is controlled by the above-mentioned rotor, a "til lting moment" 
and a pedall ing moment. 
The control and guidance of the motion of a disk rolling on a horizontal plane is dealt with in 
[1-4]. In these works, it is assumed that the motion of the disk is controlled by a "side inclination" 
moment and a pedall ing moment. 
In [5,6] a rotor is mounted on the disk in two different configurations, one is described in [5] 
and the other in [6]. In both cases, it is shown that the torque applied to the rotor induces a 
"tilting moment" on the disk's motion. 
Furthermore, the modell ing and control of the motion of a disk rolling on the horizontal plane 
by using two overhead rotors is described in [7,8]. 
This work explores the possibil ity of generating the "directional moment" for a rolling disk by 
using a rotor fixed in the disk's axis, in a configuration described above. The generation of the 
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"tillting moment" is not discussed here. By applying an inverse dynamics control, a procedure 
is proposed for the design of torques to be applied to the pedalling mechanism, to the "tillting" 
mechanism, and to the rotor, respectively, such that the disk's motion will be stabilized about a 
given angle, while sinmltaneously controlling its speed and direction in such a manner that the 
point of contact between the disk and the horizontal plane will be able to move, during a given 
time interval [0, td], from a given point rA to another given point rB, both of them fixed in the 
plane. 
2. DYNAMICAL  MODEL 
This work deals with the stabilization and control of a disk-rotor system as described above. 
The disk is rolling without slipping on the horizontal (X,Y)-plane. Let I, J, and K be unit 
vectors along an inertial (X, Y, Z)-coordinate system. Denote by k, 
k = sin 0 cos ¢I + sin 0 sin ¢3 + cos OK, (1) 
a unit vector along the axis of the disk. Then, the vectors i0 and i,, given by i0 Ok and 00 
i¢ = (1/sin0)o ~ are at all times in the plane of the disk. Note that the rotor's axis is aligned 
along k. 
2.1. The Angular Velocity Vectors 
Define the following vectors, iD, jD, iR, and jR, 
iD = COS ~ i0 + sin ~ i¢, 
which are always in the plane of the disk, and 
iR = cos ai0 + sin(~i¢, 
jD = --s inai0 + cosmic, 
jR = -- sin cd0 + cos ale, 
(2) 
(3) 
which are always in the plane of the rotor. Hence, the set (iD,jD, k) is the body axes of the disk, 
and (iR,jm k) is the body axes of tile rotor, where '~ denotes the angle of rotation of the disk 
about k, and c~ denotes the angle of rotation of the rotor about k. 
Hence, it can be shown (see for example [1]), that COD, the vector angular velocity of the disk 
is given by 
~JdD = COD1 iD + WD2 JD + 02D3 k = O2Dx I + O2Dy J -]- 02Dz K, (4) 
where 
dO de 
02D1 = ~ s in~-  -~- sin0 cos~, 
dO dd) 
COD2 = -~ cos ~ + ~- sin 0 sin ¢, 
d~ dO 
~m = ~- + ~ cos 0, 
d¢ dO 
CODx : ~ sin 0 cos ¢ -  ~- sin ¢, 
d~ dO 
aJDv = ~-  sin 0 sin ¢ + -~ cos ¢, 
and 
(5) 
(6) 
de de 
~Dz : ~'~ + ~ COS0. 
In the same manner, coR, tile vector angular velocity of the rotor is given by 
wR = COal iR + a~R2 JR + a~R3 k, (7) 
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where dO dO 
a,'R1 = -~ sin a - -~  sin 0 cos a, 
dO dO 
wR2 = -~ cos a -t- -~- sin 0 sin a, (8) 
da de 
wm = ~-  + -~- cos 0. 
Thus, 0, 5, ~, and a are playing here the following roles: 0 is the leaning angle of the disk, that 
is, the angle between the disk's axis and the Z-axis where for 0 = ~r/2 the plane of the disk is 
vertical to the (X, Y)-plane; ie represents the direction of the disk, ~ represents the angle of 
rotation of the disk about its axis, and a represents the angle of rotation of the rotor about its 
axis. 
Let ro denote the center of the disk. Then, 
ro =x I+y J+zK and 
2.2. The  Lagrang ian  Funct ion 
dro dx I + dy dz 
vo -- d--T - dt -~ J+-~K.  (9) 
The Lagrangian function [9], for the motion of the disk-rotor system is given by 
11 [(dO'~ 2 (dO'~ 2 ] 1 (d~ dO )21  
£= ~ D1 \d t ]  + \dt,] sin20 +~ID3 ~-+~ cos0 +~mDv~)  
+'~Inl ~ +\dry sin20 +2 na -~-+-~-cos0 
1 
+~ rnR v~) -(roD + mR) g a sin0. 
In equation (10), the following notation is used, 
m D denotes the disk's mass, 
mR denotes the rotor's mass; 
[D1 denotes the moment of inertia 
ID2 denotes the moment of inertia 
IDa denotes the moment of inertia 
Im denotes the moment of inertia 
IR2 denotes the moment of inertia 
IRa denotes the moment of inertia 
a 
V 2 = (Vo,  Vo)  
of the disk about iD, 
of the disk about JD, and 
of the disk about k, ID1 = ID2; 
of the rotor about in, 
of the rotor about Jn, and 
of the rotor about k, IR1 = IR2; 
denotes the radius of the disk, and 
where (a, b) denotes the inner product between the vectors a and b. 
2.3. Nonho lonomic  Const ra in ts  
In this work it is assumed that the motion of the disk on the plane 
slipping. This leads to the conditions (see for example [1]), 
[dO dO d~ ] dx 
a ~-~ sin 0 cos ¢ + ~-  cos 0 sin ¢ + -d~ sin 6 dt= O, 
[dO dO d~ ] dy 
a ~s in0s in¢- -~ cos0cos0- - j~  cos¢ - d--/=0' 
dO dz 
a-~ cos0-  -~ =0.  
(lO) 
involves rolling without 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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Equations (11)-(13) constitute nonholonomic constraints. Let 
dz ,dy  dz dO de} d@ T 
q = (x,y,z,O,d),@,c~) T 
' P= dt '  dt '  tit' dr '  t i t '  -~ ' 
where q denotes the vector of generalized coordinates of the motion dealt with here. Define 
-1  0 0 a sin 0 cos ¢ a cos 0 sin ¢ a sin ¢ 0 
A= 0 -1  0 as in0s in¢  -acos0cos¢  -acos¢  0 , (14) 
0 0 -1  a cos 0 0 0 0 
and note that rankA = 3. Then, equations (11)-(13) can be written as 
Ap  = 03, 03 = (0,0,0) r ,  (15) 
and the constraints forces I'( ..... t), induced by (11) (13) are given by (see, for example, [10]) 
r (  . . . . .  t) = A T A, r (  . . . .  t) E ~}~7, A = (Xl, k2, A3) T, (16) 
where Ai, i = 1, 2, 3, are Lagrange like multipliers. Hence, 
i~( . . . . .  t) = __AI, p( . . . .  t) __A2, p( . . . .  t) = __A3, (17) 1 ~2 ~3 
F( ..... t) = a(A1 sin0 cos t  + A2 sin0 sin¢ + A3 cos 0), (18) 4 
p(const) F(5 c°nst) = a cos0(A1 s ine - A2 cos0), -6 = a (A1 s ine - As cos0), (19) 
F(const) 7 = 0. (20) 
2.4 .  The  Lagrange  Equat ions  
Thus, the Lagrange equations, for the case of nonholonomic constraints [9,10], turn out here 
to be 
d (O~pi) 0£  _F i+p(  ..... t) 
Oqi _~ , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, (21) 
where Fi, i = 1 , . . . ,  7 are the applied torques; Fi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3; F4 = r0 ,  the inclination torque; 
F5 = 0; F6 = F¢, the pedalling torque; and F7 Fa ,  the torque acting on the rotor. 
By applying the same procedure as in [1] the following equations are obtained, 
d2 z d2y Aa = -m - -  (22) d2x A2 = -m dt 2 , dt 2 A~ = -m T '  - -  ' 
4 = - ~ ~ L dt~ + ~ sin 0 ~ + ~7 cos 0 , (23) 
r< ..... o Idle d~ dO de  ] 
5 =-ma 2 [dt  2 cos 20+~-  cos0-2~-~- /  s in0cos0  , (24) 
F~ c°n~t)=-ma 2 L dr2 cos0+ dt ~ - 2~/~/  sin0 , (25) 
where m =mD q- mR. 
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By applying equations (21) for i = 4, 5, 6, 7, and using equations (23) (25), respectively, the 
following equations are obtained 
d20 
I l l  ~ + ha = F0, (26) 
[(/D1 + /rR1) sin 2 0 + (I3 + JR3) cos2 0] d2q~ d2'~) d2a -~ + I3 ~-  cos 0 + IRa ~-  cos 0 + h2 = 0, (27) 
d2¢ d2¢ 
~3 Z~ cos 0 +/3  -~-  + ha = r~, (28) 
d2a d2¢ dO de 
. . . . .  IR3F~, (29) dt 2 +-~ cosO dt dt sinO -1 
where 
dO) 2 d¢ d¢ d o da 
hi = I12 -~- sin 0 cos 0 + I3 -~- -~- sin 0 + IR3 - j / -~-  sin 0 + m g a cos 0, (30) 
2 dO d¢ dO d~ dO do 
h2 = [21 dt -~ sin0 cos0 - ID3 --~ -~ sin0 -- f.~3 -~- -~- sin0, (31) 
h3 _(i3 + ma2) dO de - j  sin o, (32) 
[u = IDl+IRl+ma 2, I3 = ID3+ma 2, I12 = [3+IR3--IDI--IR1, I21 = --112, (33) 
and, as follows from equations (11)-(13), 
dx [ dO de de]  
d~- = a • sin 0 cos ¢ + -~- cos 0 sin ¢ + -~- sin ¢ , (34) 
dy [ dO de de]  
d~ = a ~ sin 0 sin ¢ - ~/  cos 0 cos ¢ - ~-  cos ¢ , (35) 
dz dO 
- -  z dt a~ cos& (36) 
Equations (26) (29) and (34) (36) constitute the equations of motion for the disk-rotor system 
discussed here. 
Equation (29) implies 
d2a d20 
dt 2 dt 2 
dO d¢ 
- -  cos 0 + ~-~ -~- sin 0 + I~  r~, (37) 
By inserting /i from equation (37) into equation (27), equations (26) (28) imply the following 
equation, 
i i 10  
0 D22 D23 
D23 D33 
or, in matrix notation, 
(to) 
+ h2T = -F~ cos0 , 
\ h3 / r~ 
(38) 
D(0) d2Q -- j~- + I-I = r ,  Q = (o, ¢, ¢ )T  (39) 
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D22(0) = (ID1 + IR1) sin 2 0 -- I3 cos 2 0, Dsa(0) = h cos0, D33 = I3. (40) 
dO d O 
h2r = h2 +IR3 ~ ~-  sin0 cos0. (41) I" = (F0, - r~ cos 0, P~) v, H - (hl ,h2y, ha) 7, 
In addition, det D(0) = ill (ID1 + IR1)/3 sin s 0. 
3. THE CONTROL PROBLEM 
Denote by rc  the point of contact between the disk and the plane, then 
rc  = ro  + a i0, (42) 
where ro  denotes the center of mass of the disk, and rc  = xc  I + Yc J.  Hence, as follows from 
equations (34), (35), and the definition of i0, the following equations are obtained 
dxc d~ dye _ dtb 
dt - a ~ s ine,  dt a ~ cos¢. (43) 
Given two points in the plane rA = (XA, YA) and rB = (zu, YB), rA ~ rB, and a time interval 
[0, t f], 0 < tf  < oc. 
The control problem is: find a control vector r(t) such that 
1. if 
(xc (0), Yc (0)) = rA, then (xc (t f ) ,  Yc (t/)) 
(44) 
will satisfy [XB XC (tf) I <_ e, and lYB -- YC (tf)l <_ e, 
2. during the motion, 
s in0(t )  >_ Do,  cos 0 (t) _> D1, and ~( t )  _<uo, VtE[0 ,  t / ] ,  (45) 
where 0 < e << 1, Do > 0, D1 > 0, and uo > 0 are given nmnbers. 
3.1. Inverse  Dynamics  Cont ro l  
In this section, a procedure is described for the derivation of control laws for r .  
FIRST. By introducing the following control law, 
r = D(0) u + H(q, p), (46) 
where u = (ui, u2, u3) T, then, for the domain detcrmined by equations (45), equations (39), and 
(46) imply 
d2 0 d2¢ d2 ~ 
dt 2 - ui, dts - u2, dt z - -  U 3 .  (47) 
SECOND. Choose the following law for Ul 
dO _ ks (0 - OD), (48) 
where ki > 0, i - 1, 2 are chosen such that the polynomial, 
f2(s) = s 2 + ks s + ]'cS, (49) 
has its roots in the left hand side of the s-plane, and where OD is given and satisfies equations (45), 
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that is, sin 0u > Do and cos OD > D1. Thus, 
6(t) --~ eD and dke(t) dt k ~0,  ast  -~cx~, k=l ,2 .  (50) 
THIRD. The functions u2 and u3 are determined by using the feasible command method, see [1] 
for example. 
Let 
T O < T 1 ~ T 2 ~ ' ' '  ~ TN_  1 = t f  
be a part it ion of [0, t f] such that 
7~+1 - T~ = Ac ,  i = 0 , . . . ,N -  2. 
The functions u2 and ua are chosen here to be of the following form 
u2(t)=Ai(t)c~+Bi(t)ci+l,  tE  [r~,r~+l], i=0 . . . ,N -2 ,  (51) 
ua(t)=Ai(t)cN+i+Bi(t)cN+~+l, tC [Ti,~i+l], i=O. . . ,N  2, (52) 
where 
Ai(t)- T i+ l  t t T i B~(t )  - , i = 0 , . .  N -  2. (53)  
Ac ' Ac  
Define the following functions, 
Go({ ,e )=[max(¢-e ,O)+min(¢+e,O) ]  2, e>0,  (54) 
{ (~-D)  2, i re<D,  
G1 (¢,D) = 0 otherwise, 
(55)  
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J (~) = Co  (x .  - xc  (t~),  ~) + ao  (y .  - yc  ( tp ,  ~) 
/o~I (56) + [G I (~) ( t )  ,110)~-G l (s inO( t ) ,Do)~-~l (COSO(t ) ,D1)  ] dt. 
The funct ion J (c )  is a sum of penalty  f lmctions, incorporat ing the state constraints and the 
required goals. An element c ° = (c ° . . . .  ,coN_l) E }}~2N, for which Y(c ° )  = 0 will here be 
called a feasible command vector, and the control vector ~/u°2, u°~3j induced by c ° via (51),(52) 
will here be called a feasible command strategy. Thus, once Ul ° ,  (48), and ~u ° u °~ 2, 3 J are applied 
on equations (47), then the condit ions given by equations (44),(45) will be satisfied. Then,  
using (46), one obtains 
F ° = D (0) u ° + H(q ,p ) ,  u°  ( u°,u°2, u°~3]" (57) 
The computat ion  of c ° was conducted by solving an unconstra ined min imizat ion problem on R2N. 
This was done by using a gradient method described in [11]. 
4. EXAMPLE 
The following example has been solved here: a = 0.4,m; (xc(O), yc(O)) = (0, 0); (XB, YB) = 
(6 , - -4 . ) ,  (in meters);  e = 0.02, m; Do = sin(60.Tr/180) D1 = cos(85.Tr/180); uo = 4./a, red/see;  
77~ D - -  10. Kg; rnR -- 5.,Kg; an  - 0.25, m; where aR denotes the radius of the circular rotor 
plate; OD = 70. • 7r/180., red; kl = k2 = 4.; and t f  = 5.6, sec. Some of the results are shown in 
Figures 1-6. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
This work deals with a stabi l izat ion and a point- to-point  control problem for a system which 
is composed of a roll ing disk and a rotor fixed in the disk's plane, as descr ibed above. First,  it is 
shown that  the torque appl ied on the rotor induces a "directional moment"  on the disk's mot ion 
(see equat ion (38)). Then,  by using a kind of inverse dynamics control, a procedure is proposed 
for the design of a torque to be applied to the pedal l ing mechanism, a torque to be applied to the 
rotor, and a t i l l t ing torque, such that  the disk's mot ion will be stabil ized about  a given angle OD, 
while s imultaneously control l ing its speed and direction in such a manner  that  the point of contact 
between the disk and the horizontal  plane will be able to perform a point - to-point  maneuver.  
Note that  the form of the "directional torque",  as given by F~ cos 0, indicates, that  in order 
the change the disk's direction, the disk's plane has to ti lt, that  is, to come to a posit ion where 0 
zr/2. This  condit ion is also valid in the mot ion of a bicycle. 
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